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Two major aspects of strange particle physics at the upcoming FAIR
and NICA facilities and the RHIC low energy scan will be discussed. A new
distinct production mechanism for hypernuclei will be presented, namely
the production abundances for hypernuclei from Λs absorbed in the spec-
tator matter in peripheral heavy ion collisions. As strangeness is not uni-
formly distributed in the fireball of a heavy ion collision, the properties
of the equation of state therefore depend on the local strangeness fraction.
Similarly, inside neutron stars strangeness is not conserved and lattice stud-
ies on the properties of finite density QCD usually rely on an expansion
of thermodynamic quantities at zero strange chemical potential, hence at
non-zero strange-densities. We will, therefore, discuss recent investigations
on the EoS of strange-QCD and present results from an effective EoS of
QCD that includes the correct asymptotic degrees of freedom and a decon-
finement and chiral phase transition.
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1. Introduction

The objective of the low energy heavy ion collider programs, at the
RHIC facility on Long Island and the planned projects NICA in Dubna
and FAIR near the GSI facility, is to find evidence for the onset of a de-
confined phase [1, 2]. At the highest RHIC energies, experiments [3, 4, 5, 6]
have already confirmed a collective behavior of the created system, signaling
a change in the fundamental degrees of freedom. Lattice QCD calculations
indeed expect a deconfinement crossover to occur in systems created at the
RHIC. As theoretical predictions on the thermodynamics of finite density
QCD are difficult (see e.g. [7, 8, 9, 10]), one hopes to experimentally con-
firm a possible first order phase transition and consequently the existence
of a critical endpoint, by mapping out the phase diagram of QCD in small
steps. Hadronic bulk observables which are usually connected to the onset
of deconfinement are the particle flow and its anisotropies as well as particle
yields and ratios [11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26]. It has
often been proposed, that e.g. the equilibration of strangeness would be an
indication for the onset of a deconfined phase, although this idea is still un-
der heavy debate [27,28,29,30,31]. Two main aspects of strangeness physics,
closely connected to the equilibration of strangeness and the hyperon inter-
actions, are the formation of nuclear clusters with strange content and the
bulk properties of very dense nuclear matter with finite strangeness content.

2. Hypernuclei

Exotic forms of deeply bound objects with strangeness have been pro-
posed [32] as states of matter, either consisting of baryons or quarks. The
H dibaryon was predicted by Jaffe [33] and later, many more bound dibaryon
states with strangeness were proposed using quark potentials [34,35] or the
Skyrme model [36]. However, the non-observation of multi-quark bags, e.g.
strangelets is still one of the open problems of intermediate and high en-
ergy physics. On the hadronic side, hypernuclei are known to exist and
be produced in heavy ion collisions already for a long time [37, 38, 39, 40].
Metastable exotic multi-hypernuclear objects (MEMOs) as well as purely
hyperonic systems of Λs and Ξs were introduced in [41, 42] as the hadronic
counterparts to multi-strange quark bags [43,44]. A motivation of hypernu-
clear physics is that it offers a direct experimental way to study hyperon–
nucleon (Y N) and hyperon–hyperon (Y Y ) interactions (Y = Λ,Σ,Ξ,Ω).
The nucleus serves as a laboratory offering the unique opportunity to study
basic properties of hyperons and their interactions.
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2.1. Hypernuclei production in the spectator fragments

In this work we will focus on the production of hypernuclei in high en-
ergy collisions of Au+Au ions. In such systems, strangeness is produced
abundantly and is likely to form clusters of different sizes. We can dis-
criminate two distinct mechanisms for hypercluster formation in heavy ion
collisions. First, the formation of hypernuclei in the hot and dense fireball
of most central heavy ion collisions, where the general assumption is that
hypernuclei are formed at, or shortly after the hadronisation/chemical freeze
out of the hadrons produced. In this work we will focus on a different pro-
duction mechanism, the absorption of hyperons in the spectator fragments
of non-central heavy ion collisions. In this scenario we are interested in hy-
perons which propagate with velocities close to the initial velocities of the
nuclei, i.e., in the vicinity of nuclear spectators. To calculate the absorption
rate we employed the Ultra-relativistic Quantum Molecular Dynamics model
(UrQMD v2.3) [45, 46] and the intra-nuclear cascade model (DCM) devel-
oped in Dubna [47] to estimate the model dependence of the predictions.
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Fig. 1. Probability per event for the formation of conventional and strange spectator
residuals (top panels), and their mean mass numbers (bottom panels) versus the
number of captured Λ hyperons (H), calculated with DCM and UrQMD model for
p + Au and Au + Au collisions with energy of 2GeV per nucleon (left panels),
and 20GeV per nucleon (right panels). The reactions and energies are noted in the
figure by different histograms.
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The hyperons produced in the hot and dense stage of a heavy ion collisions
can be absorbed by the spectators if their kinetic energy in the rest frame
of the residual nucleus is lower than the attractive potential energy, i.e., the
hyperon potential given by [48]

VΛ(ρ) = −α ρ
ρ0

[
1− β

(
ρ

ρ0

)2/3
]
, (1)

where α = 57.5MeV, and β = 0.522. The local nucleon density ρ at the hy-
peron’s position is calculated within the hadronic transport models, whereas
the details of the computation and more results on the properties of the ab-
sorbed hyperons can be found in [49]. Figure 1 shows the resulting probabil-
ities for the formation of a conventional and strange spectator residual (top
panels), and their mean mass numbers (bottom panels) versus the number
of captured Λ hyperons (H), calculated with the DCM and UrQMD models
for p + Au and Au + Au collisions at an energy of 2GeV per nucleon (left
panels), and 20GeV per nucleon (right panels). One clearly observes that
the production of heavy multi-hyper nuclei is possible at FAIR.

3. The strange equation of state

The strange EoS is of particular interest for the understanding of several
aspects of QCD:

1. As has been shown in [50] the net strangeness distribution in phase
space of a heavy ion collision can fluctuate, although the total net
strangeness is zero. To dynamically treat such a system, the equation
of state for ρs 6= 0 needs to be evaluated.

2. Compact stars are very dense and long lived objects. Due to a
β-equilibrium inside the star, net-strange conservation is violated by
the weak interaction.

3. Lattice QCD results at finite µB are often evaluated through a Taylor
expansion in µB at µB = µS = 0. A vanishing strange number chem-
ical potential induces a non-vanishing net strangeness, which means
that the equation of state of net-strange matter is calculated.

First investigations on the strange equation of state were done in [51],
where one usually considered a first order transition from a hadron to a
quark phase. In our study we employ the recently developed SU(3)f parity
doublet for hadronic matter and its extension to quark degrees of freedom.
In this approach an explicit mass term for baryons is possible, where the
signature for chiral symmetry restoration is the degeneracy of the baryons
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and their respective parity partners. Adding an effective quark and gluon
contribution is done via a PNJL-like approach [52,53]. This model uses the
Polyakov loop Φ as the order parameter for deconfinement. Φ is defined via
Φ = 1

3Tr[exp (i
∫
dτA4)], where A4 = iA0 is the temporal component of the

SU(3) gauge field. To suppress the hadronic contributions from the equation
of state at high temperatures and densities, effects of finite-volume hadrons
are included in a thermodynamic consistent way. This model allows for a
smooth transition from a hadronic to a quark dominated system, where the
order parameters and thermodynamic quantities are in reasonable agreement
with recent lattice data. For a detailed description of the parity model and
comparisons with lattice we refer to [54].

Figure 2 presents our results on the order parameter of the chiral phase
transition as a function of µB and µS at fixed temperature. The gray (red)
lines indicate paths of constant values for fs = ρs/ρB, the strangeness per
baryon fraction. At the temperature T = 56MeV, the critical endpoint of
the chiral phase transition was located at µcep

B ≈ 1150MeV. We can observe
that for increasing fs, the change in the order parameter becomes steeper
and the value of Tcep increases slightly to Tcep = 68MeV for fs = 0.5. For
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Fig. 2. (Color on line) Contour plots of the normalized chiral condensates as a
function of the chemical potentials µB and µS for fixed temperature ((a): T =
56MeV, (b): T = 150MeV). The gray (red) lines correspond to different values of
a fixed strangeness to baryon fraction fs.

a gas of deconfined quarks there is a strong correlation between the baryon
number and strangeness. In a hadronic medium such a correlation is usually
not trivial as strangeness can be found in mesons and baryons. These con-
siderations led to the idea that the so-called strangeness–baryon correlation
factor cBS = −3 〈NBNS〉−〈NB〉〈NS〉

〈N2
S〉−〈NS〉2

is sensitive to the deconfinement and/or

chiral phase transition [55]. On the other hand, the strangeness to baryon
ratio fs should also be sensitive on any phase transition at finite baryon
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densities. On the lattice such quantities are usually calculated as functions
of the expansion coefficients. The information that can be extracted from
these quantities is exemplified in figure 3. Here we show cBS as a function
of temperature for µB/T = 3 and µS = 0. One can observe a distinct
peak at T ≈ 150MeV ⇒ µB = 450MeV. One can identify this peak with
the crossover transition of the chiral condensate. Such a behavior of cBS
has been predicted and also has been shown to exist in lattice data [56].
At higher temperatures the strangeness to baryon correlation approaches
unity which resembles closely the behavior of the quark and gluon fraction
λ = eQuarks+Gluons/eTot of the system. In comparison, figure 3 also shows
the temperature dependence of fs at µS/T = 1 and µB = 0. This quantity
is even more sensitive in the quark-gluon fraction as cBS , while it seems to
be not very sensitive to the chiral phase transition.
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Fig. 3. (Color on line) Shown are the strangeness to baryon correlation coef-
ficient cBS (short dashed line/red) compared to the quark-gluon fraction λ =
eQuarks+Gluons/eTot (black solid line) as a function of temperature for µB/T = 3
and µS = 0. The plot also shows the strangeness per baryon fraction fs (long
dashed line/green) and the quark-gluon fraction λ (gray solid line) as a function of
temperature for µS/T = 1 and µB = 0.

4. Summary

We presented results on the production of hypernuclear systems in high
energy collisions of heavy ions. In particular, we have investigated the pro-
duction of hyperons in peripheral relativistic heavy ion collisions and their
capture by the attractive potential of spectator residues. The absorption
rate of hyperons in the excited spectators is shown to be quite substantial.
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This opens the possibility to study the phase transition in nuclear matter
with a strangeness admixture and reveal information about the properties
of hypernuclei, their binding energies, and, finally, Y N and Y Y interac-
tions. In the second part of this work, we discuss properties of the phase
diagram at finite net-strange density within a SU(3) parity doublet model.
We find that the location of the critical endpoint shifts to a slightly higher
temperature for a finite net strangeness (lattice results). In particular, the
strangeness baryon correlation factor cBS and the strangeness per baryon
fraction fs both show to be sensitive to the deconfined fraction on the sys-
tem while cBS also shows a distinct peak at the chiral crossover at finite
chemical potential.

This work was supported by the Hessian LOEWE initiative Helmholtz
International Center for FAIR, EMMI and used computational resources
provided by the (L)CSC at Frankfurt.
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